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Covid-19 restrictions led to…
Overnight shift from in-person to online working in:
o
o
o
o

Therapeutic conversations e.g. CBT, VIG, SLT, EFT
Diagnosis, assessments e.g. child development autism clinics, CAMHS
‘Remote’ schooling e.g. check-ins, student supervisions
Play-based activities e.g. sing-a-long groups

Research Aims:
o
o
o

Is communication as closely aligned online as in-person?
How are online wellbeing interventions similar or different to face to face?
How can we adapt methods to fit an online setting? ->
o Considerations to feed into GUIDELINES

Video Interaction Guidance (VIG)
o

o

o

o

An intervention where a practitioner aims to
improve communication within relationships that are
important to a client, e.g. a parent and child.
People are supported to reflect on video clips of
successful interactions during shared reviews.
VIG focuses on developing effective communication
and attuned interactions.
Video analysis, practitioner survey, interviews

Data:

1. Video Analysis

o

Clips of recordings of shared reviews and
supervisions in-person (n = 15) and online (n =
36).
(N = 51 clips, from 9 practitioners)

Questions:
o

o

Are online interactions as attuned as in-person
ones?
What factors help or hinder attuned online
interactions?

1. Video Analysis
Global coding 0-5

Client

Note ideal balance = 3/5 (central point)

Results: Video Analysis, Global
Headlines:
• Minimal differences in-person vs online
• Slightly lower warmth and client
responsiveness online
• Even so, all highly rated = adequate
service standard
• Lower time/space (silences/ pacing):
adapt via training
• No differences start/middle/end of
session
• NB small sample
Mean global ratings of videos: 15 segments in-person (2
practitioners) vs 36 segments online (7 practitioners)

2. Online
Practitioner
Survey

Content informed by Paediatric Neuropsychology
group and Young People’s Advisory Group (PPI).
(N = 72)
Questions:
o
o

o

Barriers to taking meetings online
Advantages and disadvantages of taking meetings
online
Differences in interaction quality online versus inperson

o

Logistical and technical factors

o

Attitudes to meeting online pre- and post-Covid-19

Results: Survey

N = 72 complete responses

Who: mental health, physical health, education and social care: 84% female
Client group: 50:50 work with children/ adults, 2/3 work individually, 1/3 with group
Attitudes: 83% strongly or somewhat agree it is possible to have good communication.
Benefits: travel/ time, greater availability of prof teams and hard to reach clients
Concerns: tech availability, tech problems, client anxiety online, boundaries,
safeguarding (notably CAMHS)
Attunement: Longer to establish rapport, easier with a prior relationship, difficult to
get a feel for characteristics/ detect non-verbal behaviour, different but not less
Intervention effectiveness: Adults opening up more online, mixed for children
Future practice: 82% may or will definitely continue some practice online, client choice

3. Interviews

Practitioners using VIG and other methods; e.g.,
clinical and educational psychologists, parent and
toddler groups
(N = 13)
Questions:
o

Experience pre- and post-Covid-19

o

Advantages and disadvantages of online work

o

Attunement online and in-person

o

Technical aspects

o

Looking to the future

Results: Interviews
1. Attunement
“I personally have found it really
positive. I haven't found a problem
with attuning …on the screen.”

2. Practitioner
Impact
“I know, people getting really creative
with it.”
“I've had to change my style quite a
lot.”

N = 13, 10 VIG practitioners
3. Technology

4. Therapeutic
Effectiveness

“You get the odd day when
everything’s slow and buffery and it
doesn't feel great. It's not smooth
and that-- that's not great for a
shared review.”

“I haven't experienced it as being less
than, it's different to face to face, but
I don't think it's less.”

“So as if you're having a real
experience but then when you come
out of it, it felt like you haven't.”

“The next cohort of psychologists
probably will have an element of
online training … I've been learning
very much on the hoof… I feel very
de-skilled.”

“It’s …different for me…on my
phone…I don't get to see
everybody simultaneously.”

“It's just very interactive and it's
difficult.” [with children]
“But with parents, it worked really
well.”

“There's so much nonverbal
information …I sometimes have no
idea how a client is reacting”

“It's so time consuming to go into a
school... I think I'll always offer this
for all my work now for parents.”

“I think technology was able to … aid
us to still stay connected and
make a difference”

“Sharing the film is better … you can
have a really good triangle of
interaction online.”

Results: Interviews
5. Client-Led

6. Equalities

“One of the clients …said she would
have been really reluctant to let me
in the house.”

“It's not an equal way of working
online because there are clients that
don't have internet. They don't have
smartphone.”

“We are side by side faces on the
screen [otherwise she would find
really intense and really difficult.”

“the parent became much more part
of the co-production of the whole
thing. Much more much more equal
in what we were doing.”

“in some ways it's made it more
accessible to dads, I think.”
“Accessibility to CPD .. I think’s a
huge advantage.”

“We tried to see if school would
support us working virtually [but]
couldn't get it established”

N = 13, 10 VIG practitioners
7. Relationships

8. Looking
Forward

“I just think building rapport is taking
longer because we are separated by
the screen…”

“,much more investment in
technology in terms of health. I was
a little bit skeptic [but] now I’m in
favour

WFH: “You're not in the office, he
can't kind of like talk about…
difficulties you've had during the day
with your colleagues.”

“blended would be great,… based on
what the parent and you negotiate.”

“Well, I'm doing more now than I
was before… Seeing more clients,
which was always my aim.”

“Definitely would keep team
meeting, supervision, other meetings
online. I think it is much more
effective way of using clinician time.”

Further work needed
o

Direct views of clients needed

o

Different experiences for different client groups

o

Self-selected participants (positive experiences, specific client groups)

o

Small sample of videos

o

Valuable, reliable coding schemes for further evaluation studies

o

Video Interaction guidance is a useful framework for supporting online connection

o

Infrastructure: broadband & equipment needs

Implications
There is a real opportunity to provide more support this way to groups who would otherwise not engage
or not be able to access services.
These groups need equipment, and fast affordable broadband, to take advantage of this opportunity
Practitioners need time and support: to develop personal connections,
to prepare for online meetings, for post-meeting supervision
The decision to work online or face to face should be
made with and in the best interests of the client
Local authorities/NHS need support to manage the challenges of information governance and safety of
meeting vulnerable people online: sharing effective practice across education, health and social care

Guidelines: link is at top of this webpage
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/psychology/chatlab/projects/zoomorroom

